
Vogue Seoul

Tour Highlights
✓Direct Flights to Incheon by MAS AIR (MH) 
✓A nation ripe with cultural, historical, and natural tourist
 attractions, South Korea has a plethora of interesting sights.
   Aside from the obvious tourist attractions, including mega-
   city Seoul, the country offers wide open spaces boasting
   incredible natural beauty characterized by rock format
   ions, green pastures, and dense forest.
✓Nami Island, part of the larger Gapyeong county, is
   blanketed in a beautiful natural landscape. It enjoys distinct
   seasons and is a very popular destination for domestic
   tourism. 
✓Soyanggang Skywalk Located in Chuncheon, Sonyanggang 
   Skywalk is an observatory facility set up on Uiamho Lake.
   Stretching out for a distance of 174 meters, this makes the
   skywalk the longest glass structure ever built in the
   country.Tempered glass is laid 7.5 meters above the river,
   creating the illusion of walking on water. The glass floor is
   only 4 centimeters thick, creating a hair-raising experience
   for those brave enough to walk on top of it!
✓Gyeongbok Palace - Built in 1395 Gyeongbokgung Palace is
   also commonly referred to as the “Northern Palace”
   because it is the furthest north when compared to the 
   neighboring palaces. Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the
   most beautiful and remains the grandest of all five palaces. 
✓Bibap Show with Chef, a lively fusion of beatboxing,
   breakdancing, and comedic chefs, all centered around
   Korea's famous bibimbap dish. Laugh the night away with 
   this uproarious non-verbal performance!
 
Accommodation
 Suwon       ※ 1Night Hwaseong Prumir Hotel or SML
  Seoul         ※ 3Nights Insadong Ibis or SML

Featured Flavor
✓Special Arrangement : 
   Pork Backbone Potato Stew, Korea Fried Chicken, Ginseng
 Chicken Soup, Chicken Dakgalbi with tteok-bakki Fried rice

Nami Island is one of the most popular day trip 
destinations from Seoul, receiving millions of 
visitors annually. Much of its popularity has to do 
with the success of the Korean drama series 
Winter Sonata which was filmed in part on the 
island.

Soyanggang Skywalk Located in Chuncheon, 
Sonyanggang Skywalk is an observatory 
facility set up on Uiamho Lake. Stretching out 
for a distance of 174 meters, this makes the 
skywalk the longest glass structure ever built 
in the country.Tempered glass is laid 7.5 
meters above the river, creating the illusion 
of walking on water. The glass floor is only 4 
centimeters thick, creating a hair-raising 
experience for those brave enough to walk on 
top of it!

TOUR CODE : 6ICN-MH

6Day4Night Korea Tour *One Day Free & Easy



Day 1   Kuala Lumpur / Incheon.
Day 2   Arrive in Incheon-Nami Island-Soyang River Skywalk.
Day 3   Suwon-Hwaseong Fortree( UNESCO World Heritage)-Everland (Include Day-Pass) .
Remark : From Dec 21st to Feb 15th, Everland will replace the Ski Resort (Enjoy the fun of skiing) 
Ski equipment at your own expense : USD 50/Pax (including snow shoes, snoboard, ski pole)
Day4    Gyeongbok Palace -DIYSeaweed- Ginseng Outlet ~ Cosmetics Shop ~ 

  Dietary Supplement -Dongdaemun Market-Myeongdong Shopping street -
  at night visit to Bibap show with chef .

Day 5   Seoul ~ Free at Leisure. ( No Guide , No Transfer ).
Day 6   Free at Leisure ~ Transfer to airport for flight back home. Incheon / Kuala Lumpur      

                

The itinerary are subject to the final discretion of the local land operator.
                   
                             

Dep Date Tour Fare Child With 
Bed

Child No bed Single Supp

Gyeongbok Palace - Built in 1395, 
Gyeongbokgung Palace is also 
commonly referred to as the 
“Northern Palace” because it is the 
furthest north when compared to 
the neighboring palaces. 
Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably 
the most beautiful and remains the 
grandest of all five palaces.

Suwon Hwaseong Fortress (UNESCO 
World Heritage )was constructed by 
king Jeongjo (reigning 1777~1800). 
Complements with other popular 
attractions all within walking distance 
like the palace, famous chicken 
street, chic cafes & restaurants, 
mural villages, cultural shopping 
streets, museums, mountain summit 
and seasonal festival celebrations.

Airline Day From / To Flight No DEP/ ARR

Day 1 KUL- ICN MH 38/MH 66
1450-2230 OR 

2330-0710+1

Day 6 ICN-KUL MH 39 /MH 67
0010-0545      OR

1100-1635

Everland Resort entertains visitors 
through attractions in the five themed 
areas of Global Fair, American 
Adventure, Magic Land, Zootopia, and 
European Adventure. The amusement 
park is decorated according to 
different themed festivals throughout 
the year, including Tulip Festival, Rose 
Festival, Summer Splash, Halloween 
Festival, Romantic Illumination, and 
more. One of the park’s most famous 
rides is T-Express, Korea’s first wooden 
roller coaster, popular among young 
visitors.

Days Bfast Lunch Dinner Hotel Accommodation or Similar

1 Take a break on the flight

2 MOB
Chicken Dakgalbi with 

Tteok-bokki

Pork Ribs stew with 

potatoes
Hotel Hwaseong Prumir or SML

3 Hotel Suwon Fried Chicken Own

Insadong Ibis hotel or SML

4 Hotel Ginseng Chicken Soup Own

5 Hotel Own Own

6 MOB

** Shopping Stop : Ginseng Outlet, Cosmetics Shop, Dietary Supplement **
Tour Fare Exclude : Travel Insurance
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